
Villa Allegra - Overview
Villa Allegra is located in the gated community of Punta Cana Resort and is a fantastic holiday retreat, perfect for a large

family or a group of friends.

Upon entering the villa and after crossing the black and white tiled courtyard, you walk through the large majestic entrance

into the foyer. Tropical plants adorn the main outdoor hallway.

Three bedrooms are located on the ground floor – one with 2 queen sized beds, another bedrooms with 2 queen sized beds as

well as 2 additional individual sofa beds and a third king-sized bedroom is located in the guest house next to the swimming

pool. Located on the second floor are 2 further bedrooms – one king-sized bedroom and one with queen beds. Each bedroom

is air-conditioned and has an en-suite bathroom. The bedrooms are individual in design with neutral colours combined with

splashes of colour reminiscent of the Caribbean.

The common spaces have been tastefully decorated and furnished wth unique Italian furniture. The kitchen is spacious and

well equipped. Evenings can be spent relaxing in the large living room or you may wish to enjoy the views from the expansive

terrace or the balcony on the second floor.

The swimming pool is nestled in the tropical gardens along with a gazebo with ample outdoor seating. From the gardens, you

can enjoy the views of the golf course.

Villa Allegra is simply a stunning villa located in the exclusive gated community of Punta Cana Resort & Club – a 26-square

mile paradise that is blessed with a temperate year-round climate, light rainfall, and soft breezes. As guests of the villa, you

have access to all of the resort amenities and activities.

Amenities
Six bedrooms

En-suite bathrooms

Guest powder room

Air-Conditioning in bedrooms



Living room

TV in living room

Indoor dining

Kitchen

Outdoor dining

Flat screen TV’s in bedrooms

Surround sound system

WiFi

Gazebo

Swimming pool

Tropical gardens

Golf views

Inclusions

Pool and Beach

Villa Allegra has a private swimming pool

The beach is an 8 minute buggy ride away (golf cart subject to an additional charge)

Services Included

Housekeeper

Cook

Villa Pictures






